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We went from localised, ad-hoc, one-off projects to a formalised sustainability
program with dedicated team time, budget and executive support
THE JOURNEY

2019

2020

2021

2022
Group-wide formal
program AND part of
“BAU” (self-starter
projects are increasing)

Projects

Ad hoc projects (e.g.
Ecom Mailing bags, Old
Stock Donations, Staff
Sale…

Formal local project
stream (e.g. Aftersales
Stock treatment, waste,
Repair & Wash…)

Group-wide formal
program (Carbon
reduction…)

Stakeholders

Individual employees

Semi-Formal CSR Team
CEO Support

Head of Sustainability
Sustainability Leads in each BU
Executive Committee/CEO Champion
Group CEO Support

Key Success
Factors

Gain momentum
among “core
believers” / “selfstarters”

Convince more
senior/ financial
stakeholders
Show measurable
benefits

Ongoing
communication /
bringing people along
on ‘the journey’

Choosing your battle is critical: projects should benefit planet and business in equal measures and
be of decent scale to warrant the time, money and focus spent on it
FINDING THE OPTIMUM FOR PLANET & BUSINESS
For example, the first wave of carbon reduction measures often
bring cost savings….

XXm kg CO2
emission
saved per
year

Up to €XXm
cost savings
from year 2
onwards

Our 5 year plan focuses on where we can have maximum impact in the value
chain
SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAM

01 SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS

The biggest lever in protecting our environment is in the products we sell. Our projects focus on creating incentives for brands to develop and
sell more sustainable products, informing customers in an easy-to-understand & transparent manner on the topic of more sustainable outdoor
products and outdoor lifestyle, actively encourage the sale of more sustainable products and inspire & enable a circular economy.

02 CARBON NEUTRALITY

By 2025 our full business operations (scope 1 & 2) across all countries will be carbon neutral by reducing our energy & travel needs, switching
to renewables and lastly offsetting any remaining emissions. We also commit to the Paris Agreement of reducing emissions in all scopes to be
in line with the 1.5ºC limit by 2030.

03 MINIMAL WASTE

We seek to undertake a full review of all our internal waste streams to enable a 100% recycling rate for recyclables and reduce any other waste
generation to a feasible minimum.

04 PROTECTING OUR OUTDOORS

Going the extra mile in protecting our beautiful outdoors we will reforest native woodlands, enable our employees to work on conservation
projects and go green in our charity donations.

The board room conversations are always the same: budget & time are scarce. Sticking with your
mission, values and commitments is key – especially in turbulent times
STICK TO YOUR MISSION & VALUES

Changing the fabric of
outdoor retailing
Our Values

BRAVE & BOLD

REAL & TRANSPARENT

The complexity of sustainability issues often means
solutions aren’t easy or straight-forward. It requires
a brave & bold approach to start pursuing a
solution or to learn from past mistakes

We can’t promise to always be successful in our
endeavors, but we can promise to always be honest
in our success as well as failures.

RELENTLESS & RIGOROUS
Sustainability is difficult, with slow progress, small
victories and frequent U-turns when plans don’t
quite work out. To succeed in our mission we must
keep going and be as critical as possible when
evaluating targets, plans, progress & results.

It‘s a learning process and we are only in the middle of it. But here are some key
learnings that we underestimated
WHAT WE LEARNED

Comms, comms, comms…
You can never communicate enough
both up- and downwards about your
projects / plans/ goals
You need people on board

Action beats inaction a 100x
Start. Start small. But start.
With action you learn, engage people,
start momentum

No hiding
It will bring tough trade-offs on where time
and money should be spent. Don’t hide.

Make everyone part of the solutions
You need both bottom-up as much as
top-down support.

It will often also require making decisions
in the grey, when science is not perfect
and solutions are not straight-forward.
Don’t hide

2021 has yielded some good results and a strong foundation to build on, but it is
only a start and often it has shown as additional areas we need to address
FIRST RESULTS

